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Young Rembrandts
If you’re looking for a creative outlet full of confidence-boosting fun…

Young Rembrandts is back with new summer workshops!

Greater Sacramento area
schools are partnering with
Young Rembrandts to bring
you several FUN-FILLED
SUMMER DRAWING
WORKSHOPS!
Young Rembrandts teaches
children the technical skills of
drawing, the basis of all visual arts,
in a fun and nurturing setting. Our
drawing instruction is easy to
follow ensuring success regardless
of artistic ability.
Each summer we offer classes that
combine our basic drawing
lessons and cartoon illustrating
in workshops which explore
different themes.
All summer workshops are
Monday-Friday, 8:30am to
12:00pm. All materials and a
trained instructor will be provided.
Students will be given a 10-15
minute break. Please provide a
water bottle and peanut-free
snack. Cost: $165

Cooking & Baking
Students will draw, decorate, build
and color everything in the kitchen
that relates to cooking and baking.
Drawings will include funny
kitchen cartoons, detailed still life
scenes and delicious details to
make them complete.

STEAMin’ Up Summer
Students will illustrate different
types of Sciences, new
Technologies, incredible feats of
Engineering and striking Math
principles—all while creating
crazy awesome Art.

Colorful Critters Pastels

Students will learn pastel drawing
and texturing techniques to
illustrate whimsical bees, a fanciful
army of frogs, a striking owl, and
more artistic critters filled with
detail.

Pirates...Cartoon Style!
Pirates, treasure maps, sunken
treasures, parrots, a grand pirate
ship and more will inspire us as
we draw, using cartoon and
realistic drawing techniques. They
will show all they have learned
when they complete one large
scene on the final day.

Fashion Runway: Tween
5 days of fashion design and
drawing, layering and styling and
tons of dazzling accessories.
Students will learn to draw
portraits, figures and tons of the
latest ‘tween fashion trends.

**Check website for detailed list of workshop dates and locations**
Enroll now: www.youngrembrandts.com/greatersacramento
Questions? Call: 916.330.4577 or Email: sacramento@youngrembrandts.com
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